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Quantization procedure for non-Abelian chiral bosons
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Chiral bosonic fields are described by the Wess-Zumino-Witten action with second-class con-
straints. The system is quantized via the Dirac procedure, and a realization of the quantum field

theory is defined by the conformal algebra. The relation to fermions is briefly discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Chiral bosonic fields are very important objects in
quantum field theory. They appear naturally in string
theories, ' in some integrable models, as well as in realis-
tic field theories. ' Quantization of these objects may
present problems and several attempts have been pro-
posed to circumvent them. The case of a single chiral bo-
son has been cleared up in Ref. 4. In order to put the
subject in our present description, we write the action as

S=-,' fd'x a~pa„y (1.1)

with the chiral constraint

S=tr f d x i)"gB g '+ A(g)Bog
1 1 1

8~
(2.2)

We do not need a complete knowledge of A (g); all that
is needed is its derivative

Fij;kl
Bgji

(2.3)

which may be directly computed from (5), with the re-
sult'

We may formally integrate out the auxiliary va.riable t,
obtaining

Q(x) = II(x) —P'(x) =0, (1.2)
—1

—
1

—1& —1

+ij kl 1gi i gkj gi l +
1gkj (2.4)

such that with the momentum definition II(x)=P(x), the
field P(x) is moving to the left. The Poisson-brackets
algebra is

I O(x ), fl(y) )
= —25'(x —y) . (1.3)

It permits the construction of the equal-time commuta-
tor by mesons of the Dirac method:

l4(x), 4(y) lE~= ——~(x —y) (1.4)

II. DIRAC QUANTIZATION
OF NON-ABELIAN CHIRAL BOSONS

Therefore, using the equation of motion (constraint)
the whole operator content is explicitly constructed.

In this paper we generalize this construction to non-
Abelian fields, considering group-valued fields g,, (x) de-
scribed by the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) action '

with chiral constraints. In Sec. II we develop the Dirac
quantization of the system. Brief conclusions are drawn
in Sec. III.

We take as definition of left-moving bosons, the action
(2.1) with the constraint

n'(x) =g(a~-' —a,g -'), (2.5)

while the definition of right-moving fields will be the ac-
tion (2.1) with the constraint appropriately taken as

II (x)=(Bog '+B,g ')g, (2.6)

(2.7)

It will be convenient to define also

(2.8)

The fundamental Poisson brackets are postulated as
usual:

the difference in form of (2.5) and (2.6) being a matter of
later convenience.

In order to proceed with the canonical quantization
procedure we compute the momentum canonically conju-
gate to g; (x), which is given by the expression

Consider a group-valued field g,"(x), described by the
WZW action ' Ig„(x»11~1(y)IPB fi, /'fijlfi(x

,
. (x),gu(y) IpB=O .

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

e""trf d x dr g 'gg 'B„gg 'B,g . (2.1)
Since II,"(x) may be realized by —5/5g;(x), we have the
following relations concerning the II variable:
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[g (X» IIki(y) j pB
=5;k 5,/5(x ' —y '),

Fj.ki(x)5(x' —y') .4'

(2.10a)

(2.10b)

We readily verify that explicit knowledge of the func-
tion A (g) is not needed.

The canonical Hamiltonian is given by the expression

H =f dx ' 2vr—tr( IIg ) + B,g B,g
1

(2.11)

Again, also the Hamiltonian is independent of the to-
13ological term A (g), which turns out to enter only
through the momentum-momentum Poisson brackets
(2.10b).

We have to rewrite the constraints in terms of the
momentum, instead of the time derivative, in order to
proceed with the Dirac quantization procedure. We ob-
tain, for left and right constraints, respectively,

[Q)(x), IIk/(y) jpB=8m5, ,5„,5'(x' —y')

+4fr[fIk (x)5;I —n; I( x)5
kJ ]

X5(x' —y'),
[0 (X) Qg/(y) j pB= 87T5 /5k 5 (X y )

4m.[—Qk (x)5,/
—A, i(x)5k, ]

X5(x' —y') .

(2.13a)

(2.13b)

Taking the Poisson brackets of the Hamiltonian with
0 or 0, one readily verifies that no further constraint
arises. Thus we have the Q matrix necessary to perform
the Dirac quantization procedure

QL, R (X )
—

[ f}L,R( )

FAIL,

R(y) j (2.14)

The Poisson algebra obeyed by the constraints follows
now easily from Eqs. (2.9a) and (2.9b) and reads

0, (x)=4m(gA);, (x)+(B,gg ');, (x),
A,, (x)=4~(IIg),, (x)—(g 'B,g),, (x) .

(2.12a)

(2.12b)

I

The inverse in each case is given by an infinite series.
They are

(Q );, .', , (x)= 5;/5kjb(x')+ (5;/&jk 5,k&i;)IX—'I+ (5;.&/b 5/b&. ;)(—5./&bk 5bkfl—lo) 2X
32 ' ' 64

1+ (5;,II,b 5,bQ„)(5—„A„„5bd0„)(5—„0„k5„„0/, )—',
—x'e(x. ')+

&28~
(2.15a)

(Q );, kl(x) 5;/5k,—e(x ) — —(5//&, k 5/k&//)IX l (5/»&, b 5jb&«)(5o/&bk 5bk&/ )—,x E(x

&28~
(5;,II,b 5,b A„)(—5„Qbd 5„dA„)(5—„0dk 5dk 0,/", )—', x—e(x ')+ (2.15b)

+constraints, (2.17a)

[g,, (x),g/. /
'(y) j DB= —775;(gk.„'(y)g„j(x)E(x ' —y ')

+constraints,

[g j(x) III I(y) j DB 2 5il5kj5(x y

(2.18a)

—
—,'5, , (B,g '(y)g(x)) .,e(x ' —y ')

With these expressions it is straightforward to compute
the Dirac brackets. These are defined in terms of Poisson
brackets by the well-known expression

[ A, B j DB
=

[ A, B j pB
—

[ A, 0~ j pBQ /J' [ A/J, B j pB . (2.16)

Using (2.16) with A and B successively given by g, g
and II, using (2.10a), (2.10b), (2.12), and (2.1S), we obtain
the classical Dirac algebra. In the left-moving case the
result is

[g ' (x ) gk/ (y ) j DB ~gk, (x )g '/ (y )~(x ' —y
'

)

[g;,(x»gkl '(y) j DB='Jr5k, g/»(x)g»i '(y)e(x ' —y ')

+constraints, (2.18b)

[g J(x» IIk/(y) j DB=-,'5,/5kj5(x ' —y ')

—
—,'5kj(g(x)&, g '(y));/e(x' —y')

+constraints . (2.19b)

g(x) =exp[i 2&crit/(x)] (2.20)

one easily finds that for either Poisson or for Dirac brack-
ets, from their very definitions, the following expressions
hold.

The "constraint" terms are infinite in number and arise
from the infinite terms containing 0 in (2.15). Since our
system is second class, we will eventually put 0 strongly
equal to zero. Thus we do not bother about these terms.

Let us briefly discuss the Abelian case, which should
appear as a particular solution. Indeed, defining, for
Abelian fields,

+constraints . (2.19a)

The result for [II(x)II(y) j is rather long and uninterest-
ing for our purposes. In the right-moving case we have

[g(x),g(y) j
= —47rg(y)g(x)[P(x), P(y) j,

[g(x),g '(y) j =4~g '(y)g(x)[P(x), P(y) j .

(2.21)

(2.22)

[g„(x).ghl(y) jDB= ~gk, (y)g l(x)~—(x' y')—
+constraints, (2.17b)

Thus (2.17) and (2.18) are in accordance with the Abelian
case, since in our notation we have, for the Dirac brack-
ets,
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( P (x),P (y) ]
= —

—,'~(x ' —y '),
[yR( ) yR( )) ) (xi i)

(2.23a)

(2.23b)

In the Abelian case the infinite constraint terms are ab-
sent in (2.17) and (2.18).

Because of the nonlocality of the Dirac brackets in
(2.17)—(2.19), substitution of them by commutators in or-
der to define a quantum theory, is an ambiguous pro-
cedure, due to the ordenation problem in the right-hand
side. However, we can take the Abelian case as a valu-
able hint towards a solution to our problem; in that situa-
tion, quantization has been achieved promoting (2.23) to
i le times commutators, to obtain (upper sign corre-
sponds to left constraints and the lower sign to right
ones)

[y(x),y(y)]E, ——+ ' ~(x' —y') .
4

(2.24)

J; (x)= — (gB g ');, (x)
4m

—igII+ gc)ig ' (x),
4m

(2.26)

which, using the constraint (2.12b), is weakly equal to

J;,(x) = (gc),g ');, (x) .
2m

(2.27)

It corresponds, in the Abelian case, to the minus deriva-
tive of P(x): namely, 8 P(x).

Using the Dirac algebra (2.17b), (2.18b), and (2.19b) we
find, for right movers,

[J' (x),J (y)] =f'"'J' (x)5(x —y)

ab5' 5'(x —y),2' (2.28a)

which can be readily quantized, since only linear terms
show up in the right-hand side, and there are no longer
ambiguities

[J' (x),J (y)] =if '"'J' (x)5(x —y )
— 5' 5'(x —y) .

2m'

(2.29)

Since we have a second-class system, it is perfectly legiti-
mate to take the constraint strongly 0,"(x) equal to zero,
implying that the left current

J+;J(x)= —i IIg + g 'B,g (x ) (2.30)
EJ

is strongly equal to zero. The Hamiltonian is of the
Sugawara form; furthermore, in order to have the usual

Thus, building the quantum analogous of (2.20), i.e.,
g(x) =:exp[i2&ng(x)]:, one finds

[g(x),g(y)]=g(x)g(y) texp[+iiri~e(x)] —1 j, (2.25)

which gives (2.17) as a classical limit. Thus one learns
that it is worth working with elements of the algebra,
rather than working with elements of the group.

In the right-moving case we start out of

form of the Kac-Moody algebra with unity central
charge, ' we fix the coeScient of the Hamiltonian

Jdx ':[J' (x)]'. .
c~+ I

(2.31)

A generalization of the quantum theory to the case k&1
(central charge of the Kac-Moody algebra not unity) is
straightforward, the only difference being the coemcient
of H, which turns out to be ~/(ci, +k ).

The equation of motion for J' (x) is subtle, due to
normal-order problem in (2.31). Following Refs. 10 and
11, one sees that the coefficient of the quantum Hamil-
tonian in (2.31) exactly cancels in the commutator
[H,J ], and one obtains

iJ ' (x)=[J' (x),H ]= iJ—"(x), (2.32)

which is the desired equation of motion. Together with
the constraint, taken strongly as J+ =0 we have a theory
of right-moving non-Abelian chiral fields.

We may analogously start out of J+ (x), obtaining the
Dirac algebra for left movers

[J+ (x),J+ (y) ]
=f' 'J'+ (x)5(x —y )+ 5'"5'(x —y)ab

(2.28b)

with analogous formulas for (2.29), (2.31), and (2.32)
(which reads 8 J+ =0) with the constraint J (x) =0.

III. CONCLUSIONS

From the definition of J, Eq. (2.26), we have a
di6'erential equation which must be obeyed by the field g.
That system has been extensively discussed in Ref. 11,
and correlators involving g (x) may be computed using
their methods. Each sector, namely, + or —,is a repre-
sentation of a Kac-Moody-Virasoro algebra. We have
consistently constrained the field of the WZW theory ei-
ther to the right- or to the left-moving sector. Each mod-
el is such that the Hamiltonian is of the Sugawara form,
with a current obeying a Kac-Moody algebra with unity
extension.

These results generalize those of Floreanini and
Jackiw to the non-Abelian case. Nonetheless, it is not
possible in our case to compute arbitrary commutators,
as done in Ref. 4. The result is analogous to the interac-
tion of chiral fermions with gauge fields: in the Abelian
case, it is possible to compute arbitrary commutators
(see, e.g. , Ref. 12), while in the non-Abelian case, the
same procedure as a whole turns out to be unfeasible (see
Ref. 9 as an example).

It is worthwhile to mention again that the direct quant-
ization of the fundamental fields presents ambiguities due
to a nonlocal candidate to an "equal time commutator"
of the fundamental Lagrangian fields.

On the other hand, we achieved quantization of the
algebra-valued field, while group-valued objects were
computed through difFerential equations, where the
algebra-valued fields entered as a quantum external po-
tential in the di6'erential equations. Those may be solved
in terms of known functions. As an output we obtained a
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bosonic chiral representation of fermions from the non-
Abelian Thirring model, since those objects obeyed the
same set of difterential equations. This can be interpreted
as a generalization of the non-Abelian bosonization pro-
cedure to chiral fields, such that the bosonic field has a
correlator which may be directly related to the known
fermionic correlator. '
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